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REVIEWS

Anthems for Doomed Youth strikes all the right chords – even D#
FRIDAY 11 SEP 2015 12:18

Until their 2010 reunion – an eternity following their 2004 release, The Libertines – it seemed

that The Libertines would go down in the annals of musical history as little more than a

handbook in the art of self-immolation. With the fraught relationship between Carl Barât

and Pete Doherty spiralling into almost out and out war, the group disbanded. This should

have been the end of the end, but Doherty's heroin addiction and the media's subsequent

obsession with it (he had a famous girlfriend for a time) made for the most obscure of boy-

band break-ups since Take That around eight years earlier.

Only, The Libertines weren't a boy band. Boys in the band, perhaps – with a reputation for

scuzzy guitars, pithy lyrics, and an intelligent awareness of the times they found

themselves in – but not a boy band. Indeed, not since the Sex Pistols – a group who

undoubtedly influenced The Libertines by both ear and forearm – had we seen a band so

attuned to the world around them. 

With both Doherty and Barât going on to other projects (Babyshambles and Dirty Pretty

Things, respectively) it seemed unlikely the band which had risen and fallen so quickly

would ever reunite. At one point, Doherty even stopped gracing the headlines, after the
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end of his relationship with Kate Moss. The occasional story surfaced from time to time

(including an inspired accusation of him giving crack to his cats) but he eventually

relocated to France, where he was greeted with welcome indifference.

THEN THEY TOLD ME HOW MUCH THEY WILL PAY US AND, I CANNOT
LIE TO YOU, I COULDN'T SAY NO, AT LEAST NOT IN MY STATE RIGHT
NOW

It seemed as if it was all over, even though everyone knew it had been over well

before The Libertines – a riotous, near impossible album to record and one which finished

them off – was released, and it was six years before they reunited. A reunion never

seemed unlikely, though. Heroin might be cheap but it isn't free – and we're not being

facetious. The intervening years hadn't been kind to Doherty, his demons all but destroying

not only his body but many of his friends and, to some degree, his creativity. 

In 2010 the band got back together for a series of shows. Having initially refused, Doherty

said, "they told me how much they will pay us and, I cannot lie to you, I couldn't say no, at

least not in my state right now." The reunion was no surprise, but it's success, most

certainly, was. Still, it took another five years for a full reunion. And so we find ourselves in

2015 with The Libertines; not a touring ensemble, not a vaudeville act, but a band. After

successful shows at Glastonbury, Reading & Leeds, the boys are back.
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For most Libertines fans, Anthems for Doomed

Youth reaches us at an age in which we can only

look back fondly on nights of wanton abandon

around London, the mornings after unmemorable

because we'd rather not remember them, the

sheer stupidity of it all now thought of with

fondness because we are, quite simply, not so stupid – maybe. There is a new maturity

under the production of Jake Gosling (no relation to Ryan, probably), a man more at home

producing the work of One Direction and Ed Sh'ran. 

 

The decision has been a good one. While the lo-fi

scuzz of the guitars remains, there is a higher

production value, in keeping with a group of guys

who have aged, changed and, particularly

in Doherty's case, survived. Tremolo guitars do

battle with reggae and, while it doesn't always

work, the notion that Anthems for Doomed Youth would simply be Libertines circa 2003-lite

proves unfounded. On single Gunga Din, Doherty is in a reflective mood. He always was, but

where once he analysed Britain, he now looks in – more than ever – on himself. There are

hints of regret, hints of disbelief. The Libertines never glorified their excess (fans and
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media did that for them) but the toll taken is clear, and he is aware of it. So I try to write, I

think I have the right/A little drink–y now and then to help me just to see the light. 

Barbarians finds The Libertines at their melodic best, with Barât's charming, signature guitar

licks redolent of The Boys in the Band and Tell the King, while Fame and Fortune sees the

band looking back on their early days. To Camden we will crawl/one and all they sing on Fame

and Fortune, as if to warn would-be bands of the future of the perils of success. We thought

they were brothers, then they half murdered each other we hear on the eponymous title

track. The fraught relationship between Doherty and Barât continues to remain a mine of

gold lyrically for the group, though the razor-wire tension of earlier years has been replaced

by introspective, almost wistful recollection. 

While Iceman may be a safe bet (it's not dissimilar to Radio America) tracks like Gunga

Din creep into reggae, not entirely successfully, but evidence nonetheless of a band no

longer confined to a smoke-stained underground studio in London's darkest – though

probably now highly sought after – corners. Indeed, the album was produced in sunny

Thailand, previously more associated with the band as a Doherty rehab haunt. On Heart of

the Matter he proclaims "I'm surprised it's still ticking", leaving the listener to decide whether

it's his heart or the band's existence he's referring to. 
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While things go a little off-piste with Fury of Chonburi (the track sounds as if the band were

forced to write at least one early-years Libertines number for old times' sake), the album's

final three tracks find them impressing and surprising once more. 

When band's explode, it's almost invariably heralded a good thing, but in The Libertines

case, theirs was more of an implosion. There is no danger of Albums For Doomed

Youth exploding. It's not a revolutionary or seminal record, but it is an extremely good one.

In light of the band's difficulties – Doherty's in particular – it is nothing short of a miracle

that this came to fruition. And all it took was Ed Sh'ran's producer, a shrewd move by a
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band famed for well, not such shrewd moves in the past. The album finishes with Dead for

Love, a tragic analysis of the death of Doherty's friend Alan Wass.

Whatever state Doherty is in these days – it is hard to know from both live shows and

Doherty's statements – the album's denouement is a reminder (both to and from Doherty)

that this should never have happened. He shouldn't be here, but he is. He's aware of it, just

as he's aware that it's not certain he – and they, in fairness – won't fuck it all up again. The

Libertines may yet prove to be doomed, but if this proves to be their final album, it is a

much more satisfying legacy than what we were left with in 2004. 
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